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Newsletter 
 

The November 2016 edition of BeeNews was the 60
th 

produced by your incumbent 

editors, Graham Pooley and myself. 
 

During this year, Graham discovered that he had become sensitised to Honey Bee 
stings, and took the decision to give up being a beekeeper. However, to my great 
relief, Graham retains both his fascination with bees, and keen interest in 
beekeeping.  
He continues to provide the lead in the compilation of each edition, as well as 
researching, and sourcing interesting content for the Photo of the Month, Topical 
News, Q&A's, DIY Suggestions & Tips, New Beekeeping Experiences, Horticultural 
News and occasional Honey Recipes sections. For which I am extremely grateful. I 
believe that these topics help to provide a broader, informative 'read' each month 
than would otherwise be provided by a diet of only news of events, courses and 
notices that I am otherwise able to devote some time in gathering. 
 
The relationship between BeeNews and our website content is one that we are 

constantly considering. It is an issue that most published magazines struggle with 
these days, including BBKA News and BeeCraft. I am sure that RBKA reflects the 
national situation of a Beekeeper membership that spans a wide number of years in 
ages, an equally wide range of IT usage and tolerance, and differing preferences in 
how they absorb information.  
The content of each BeeNews edition is integrated where appropriate with existing or 

new postings on our Members Website. This has been routinely used to provide 
fuller accounts and much more photo coverage of events in website posts that 
compliment necessarily briefer reports in BeeNews. Hopefully without leaving non-pc 

users feeling completely out of touch. This year, the principle has been extended to 
some of the Topical News and Q&A articles, enabling adequate coverage of 
significant topics, without taking over entire editions. We hope that the article 
introductions, highlights or summaries provided in BeeNews do encourage readers to 

go on, if possible, to read the full articles on the members website.  

 

Websites 
 

There have been no changes to the custodial domain ownership of the both the 
Members and the Public websites, that remain in my name on behalf of Reigate 
Beekeepers. Website account admin and access details are held within RBKA files 
should a bus unexpectently arrive on top of me.  
 
Public Website 

 

Our 'public facing' website remains largely unchanged in structure. It's function 
being to inform the public about beekeeping in general, Reigate Beekeepers in 
particular; providing help and advice about training opportunities, dealing with 
swarms, buying honey, and information about how the public can support our 
activities and our beekeepers. 
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During the last 12 months around 6300 different site visitors have viewed over 
15,000 pages, i.e. on average ~ 2.4 pages looked at by each visitor. This 'hit rate' is 
generally in line with the previous year.   
 
Annual RBKA events are readily promoted by a combination of updating previously 
used posts & pages and replacing downloadable Notices and Forms as required. 
Site visitor numbers continue to peak in the run-up to our Annual Auction and during 
the swarming season. 
Various RBKA Officers also receive a steady stream of enquiries from the public 
asking about Training Courses, Public Speakers, Membership or offering their 
gardens or land as an Out Apiary. Our Hon Secretary Gill Simpson is kept 
particularly busy fielding many such enquiries. 
    
A significant addition has been the introduction of the Members Honey For Sale 
page. The content, managed by Julie Thain, lists by village or town, the current 
availability of participating member's honey or other hive products. Hidden email 
links enable the public to directly ask a member about their products. Then, 
hopefully, to then buy from them either directly at the door, or from a local retail 
outlet that the member might be using. So far 12 members are listed for 17 
locations, 9 being currently flagged as having "Honey for Sale". Over 75 enquiries 
have been made by the public since the system was launched early this year. 
 

‘Facebook' Pages 
 

The Reigate Beekeepers (public) Community facebook page has remained largely 
unchanged during the year. Originally set-up by Celia Perry, if anyone would like to 
help Celia in keeping this information outlet more up-to-date and relevant, please do 
contact myself or Celia. A separate Reigate Beekeepers (members only) facebook 
Forum page does also still exist. It is managed principally by Jim Cooper who does 
a sterling job of adding topical posts and links. However, the forum somewhat lacks 
followers. To enrol or help, do contact Jim either directly or via the Members 
Forum page under the Members website's MEMBERSHIP menu tab. 

 

Members Website 
 

The Members site's two principle roles remain unchanged. 
 

● A single convenient point of reference for RBKA beekeeping practices, advice, 
education and historic records and reports etc. The generally ‘static content’.  

●  

● Providing timely information about current events, notices and urgent 
announcements - for which my thanks go again to both Jack Chapman and 
Graham Pooley for their monthly Beekeeping Advice and Tips posts that feature 
on the front page and under THIS MONTH IN YOUR APIARY.  

 

The site remains relatively hidden from public gaze by virtue of website crawlers 
being blocked from seeing it and by our not publicing it's address beyond the 
members. Site data continues to indicate typically ~200 visits to the site each 
month. However this figure is increasingly less reliable as a count of different 
members, since access by one member via their pc and smart phone is probably 
'seen' as two different visitors. 
I remain hopeful that the site and its extensive content is being used by a majority 
of the membership. What little direct (and very welcome) feedback received from 
members is extremely positive, and hopefully reasonably representative of the silent 
majority. Please let me know either way. The site currently has just 31 Followers. It 
would be good if ALL members elected to Follow the site. 

 

 

Richard Bradfield Webmaster & Co-Editor 


